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. Nine a.m. on a S.atur.day Il!o~g
finds n:tany ala~. s~~le~g,s.?ff \
the pnor eve~ng~.~...~. oit\ , }il,Jlat ~
wasn't the cas l~~f~,. _ · endYor 52
tireless student ;· who rose early to
meet a parade of unfortunate souls
at this year's client counseling competition.
First there was the scorned stalker,
upset because her husband ran off
with another male Marine; her displeasure escalated from angry phone
calls and a spray-painted epithet to
an armed confrontation (but the gun
was fake) .
Then came a jailhouse visit with
the trigger-happy trucker who
chased down his would-be robbers
and shot one in the back. Rounding
out the afternoon was a disgruntled
bank employee who decided to extract revenge from the supervisor
who sexually harassed him by embezzling $150,000 from her account.
At each meeting, competitors had
to listen sympathetically to their elients' stories, all the while calculating
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they had to analyze the

~..\l~. f.~l and forec~st

~~~~l_y; Ml t~rms wh1le
i)je:J.ptng parucky defendants stay focused.
Meanwhile, local attarneys sat nearby, scrutinizing the competitors'
questions and ranking
their abilities.
At the end of the day,
only summer starters
Shelly Fox and Dennis
Westlind emerged victorious. In two weeks,
they'll fly to Kentucky to
meet students from 100
other law schools at the
regional competition.
First-years Charu Jain
and Sanne Knudsen
came in second, with Dennis West lind and Shelly Fox discuss strathonorable mentions go- egy at the Client Counseling Competition
ing to Greg Daniels, Betsy
Geyer, Chung-Han Lee and Bruce alecturefromacriminallawyer. Then
Manning.
came the research: armed with only a
The preparation began two weeks
ago, with a four-hour orientation and
See CLIENT, page 2
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CLIENT, from page 1
vague description of which crimes
would be involved, participants
turned to Michigan's statutes and jury
instructions to figure out what penalties their clients would face. A chapter on counseling clients A.;- replete
with which embarrassingly personal
questions must be asked A.;- sketched
out how the interviews should proceed.
Then the "clients" walked in. As
undergraduates, many hope to attend
law school; as actors for the day, they
tried to project the anguish and uncertainty which would plague an ac-

tual criminal defendant. The winning
candidates were able to draw out the
legal issues while building a rapport
with their clients.
"It turned out to be more interesting than I thought it would," said
Greg Daniels, who along with partner Betsy Geyer earned honorable
mention. "I really learned a lot more
about lawyering than I've learned in
any class so far."
That's exactly what organizer
David Baum says the event is designed to accomplish. He hopes the
real-world setting complements the
doctrinal emphasis which students
have already begun to absorb.
"It lets people roll up their sleeves

and get the first taste of what it's like
to be practicing law," Baum said.
"Hopefully, it will enhance what they
can bring back to the classroom as a
result."
If Fox and Westlind repeat their
success in Kentucky, they will enjoy
an extended spring break in midMarch at the national championship
in Ft. Lauderdale. Previously, a Michigan team has advanced all the way to
the final round; Baum was pleased by
this year's winners as well. "I was
impressed with their listening skills,
the way they (asked) sensitive questions about difficult issues," he said.

•

Charu Jain (left) and Sanne Knudsen (right) finished second at the Competition.
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The Heidelberg Project, discussed on the back page by Rick Lee, has been
an exciting feature of Detroit for many years. The positive and negative aspects of it have all come up in debates; it has been called alternately a work of
art that acts as a ray of light in an otherwise desolate part of the city and a
convenient mask for area crack houses. Whatever the practical effects of its
presence, I think the Heidelberg project presents some interesting issues.
First of all, the Gty of Detroit wants to get rid of the entire work (the process of tearing it down has been going on since Coleman Young was mayor).
But while it is busy bulldozing Guyton's decorated houses, the burnt-out
frames of many other buildings in Detroit remain. The question that occurs
to me is this: Which would you rather look at? Why not leave the Heidelberg
Project standing at least until most of the other dilapidated, abandoned buildings in Detroit have been taken care of? I think it's a shame to clear the area of
Guyton's art in the name of cleaning up the city.
Second, the Gty has done little to work with Guyton in finding a different
outlet for his creativity. The simple fact that hoards of people have visited the
Heidelberg Project since it grew into a national story should indicate that this
sort of expression has an audience. If you are familiar with the area, you
would know that visitors probably don't go there for the general scenery. It's
not exactly the Miracle Mile. I just don't understand why the Gty doesn't
treat Guyton as an asset - an artist worth supporting. Alexander Calder left
huge sculptures plopped in the middle of cities around the world, so why
can't Guyton express himself even in his hometown?
If the City of Detroit really wants to revitalize its downtown, it's going to
have to get its priorities straight. The arts are essential to modem cities, and
to say that Guyton's form of art is undesirable stirs up all sorts of questions of
racism and classism. Guyton has met nothing but resistance from authority;
it's time to treat him like the true artist he is.

The Res Gestae is published biweekly during
the school year by students of the University of
Michigan Law School. Opinions expressed in
bylined articles are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editorial staff. Articles may be reprinted without permission, provided that the author and the
Res Gestae are credited and notified.
The Res Gestae welcomes submissions. Please
place all articles, columns, or opinion pieces in
the Res Gestae pendaflex located on the third
floor of Hutchins Hall across from the faculty
mailroom. All submissions must be on a 3.5"
disk. Macintosh format is preferable but ffiM
submissions are also accepted. The Res Gestae
reserves the right to edit all submissions in the
interest of space.
Mailing address·
The Res Gestae
The University of Michigan Law School
Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 615-1288
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By Bruce Manning

I

have trouble keeping my Catholic saints in order, but I'm working on it. At a recent line-up, I
misidentified St. Sebastian as St. Valentine. I am told that many people
make this same mistake. St. Sebastian
is the one stuck full of arrows. St. Valentine is the one covered in chocolate
and blooming red roses. I guess it all
depends on what your outlook is.
My fall term grades did not have
the hoped-for light-a-fire-under-myass effect. I know that come May's
exams I'll be looking for light and love
from St. Jude, the patron saint of desperate situations, but right now, all I
really notice is that on the days I do
not go to class I can watch more
Springer more often, which has a
curative effect on my low self-opinion. (Television: Saint Oare of Assisi).
I think I've hit my winter rut. I
have seasonal affectedness disorder:
I'm seasonally disrespected. (Our
Lady of Lourdes is my saint here).
February is the month of being
trapped, frozen, and tormented. I'm
looking for an exit strategy - a way
to get out of here as quickly and as
painlessly as possible with a minimum of political fall-out. Sadly, I'm
a smidgen too impatient to depend on
the lottery-induced kiss-my-ass-I'mdropping-out approach and a touch
too health conscious for the heroininduced I' m-in-Nirvana-so-l -don'teven-notice-law-school approach. (St.
Agricola of Avignon, the patron saint
of misfortune, will cover for the lottery. And I think St. Benedict, for sufferers of poison, or St. Madron, cures
for pain, will do just fine for heroin.)
I've got to look elsewhere for my escape. But where?
I know! I'll learn by leading myself through the Socratic Method.
(Isn't that the party line around here?)
Hey you, kid in the fifth row, when
you asked for a Cabbage Patch doll
for your ninth birthday, did you ever
want that Cabbage Patch Kid to grow

up and go to law school? No way.
When you were 11, weren't you happiest when you were dressing up in
black turtlenecks, hanging out in co£fee shops and smoking candy cigarettes? Yeah! Did you ever wish that
your Cabbage Patch kid would grow
up and become a poet/ writer I tortured artiste? Yes, sir. If your Cabbage Patch Kid would be happier as
a poet/ writer I tortured artiste, do
you think it possible that you would
be happier as a poet/ writer I tortured

ALL

I REALLY

NOTICE IS THAT
THE DAYS

I DO

NOT GO TO
CLASS

I CAN

WATCH MORE
SPRINGER
MORE OFTEN
artiste? Yes, I think that would be possible. Why are you in law school
then?
(Cabbage Patch Kids: St. Isidore,
the patron saint of farmers, or St.
Nicholas of Myra, the patron saint of
children.)
This past Christmas I was fortunate enough to receive the perfect gift:
a desk with a manacle attached. (Torture victims: among 28 others, James
Intercisus ('cut into pieces')). My
kindly uncle had seen that what often keeps people in law school is the
lack of courage to try anything else.

So, knowing that my Cabbage Patch
Kid always wanted to be a writer, and
seeing the joie de vivre sucked out of
my spirit by law school, my uncle had
a Kathy Bates Misery desk made up
all for me and locked me into it. It has
been very therapeutic. (Daily prayer
to St. Francis de Sales, the patron saint
of writers and journalists has helped.)
So watch out John Grisham, I'm on
your ass. I've been spending the last
few nights tap tap tapping away at
producing the newest soon-to-be
bestseller I movie treatment. My first
legal thriller is called "Crimes Against
Nature"- the thrilling story of an accused juvenile delinquent pursued, in
many ways, by an overzealous Southem prosecutor. Sequels are sure to
follow.
(St. Thomas More is the patron
saint of lawyers while St. Dominic de
Guzman, among others, is the saint
concerned with the falsely accused.)
Hallelujah, thanks to the panoply
of Catholic saints, my new career as
an author is taking off and I'm outta
here!
If this whole discussion has made
you slap your forehead and think,
"Hey, that's me - why the heck am I
in law school?" please go out to Borders and buy my latest self help book
for struggling law students, "The Sun
Is Always Shining Above the
Oouds." (St. Medard, against bad
weather).
And for those of you who are feeling the pinch of Valentine's Day,
please peruse my newest "The Happy
Onanist's Guide to Happy Living."
(Sadly, there is no patron saint of masturbation. Maybe it can be your in.)

•
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The Second in a Se2'ies
By Thea2'y Seng

"To have principles is a luxury,"
quipped my Cuban-American lawyer
friend over drinks at the Foreign Correspondents Club (the home away
from home for many expatriates in
Cambodia). He was responding to
my disgust with the culture of corruption in Cambodia and the demoralization of its social fabric. However, I
find this answer wanting, for how
does one account for the moral turpitude that persists here where we are
afforded the luxury, and the courage
and strength of these young Cambodian factory workers who are not afforded such luxury? In our sophistication, we may pity their simplicity.
But I am always cautious of sophistication, for it makes us more cunning
than principled.
The following interviews took
place on Sunday, January 26, 1997.
Sann Mome is a 20-year old orphan. Except for an older brother, she
is alone in this world. Within just one
year, she grieved over the death of
five family members. On January 16,
1997, Mome had something new to
grieve over - her employers at Wing
Hwa Garment factory wrongfully dismissed her from her sewing position
of 5 months. The reason for dismissal
echoes that of many other factory
workers: her refusal to work overtime. Up until her termination, Mome
had been working a regular shift of 7
am to 11 am, then from noon to 10 pm
with a one-half-hour dinner break at
7:30. But on January 16, Mome came
down with a fever. She had been
working all day. Four o'clock rolled
around; she went to her manager,
"Srei," to ask for permission to leave
earlier than usual, explaining her ailment. Instead of sympathy and a reprieve from her work,. Mome received
a lecture: if she cannot keep the required work schedule, she need not

work at Wmg Hwa factory any longer.
She was dismissed without compensation for the work already done for
the month of January.
Oun Saran had been working as a
sewer of Wing Hwa Garment Ltd.
since its grand opening in July 1995.
Up until now, Saran quietly endured
the humiliation and abuse heaped on
her. "Without our business, all of you
would become prostitutes," stated
Wing Hwa' s management. But she
decided that enough is enough. On
January 25, 1997, Saran went to the
Chinese manager, Mr. Huong Li to
complain about her meager wage,
poor working conditions and overtime work. Without any response or
explanation, Mr. Li terminated her
employment without so much as
compensation for work already done
in January.
Until today, Kern Touch also
claimed employment at Wing Hwa
Garment Ltd. as a sewer working
with two needles. For the last one and
one-half years, Touch had been working 7 days a week from 7 am to either
6 or 10 pm with only a short break for
lunch (and dinner if she stayed until

10 at night). However, yesterday,
while riding the motor-pulled cart to
work, a piece of wood struck her eye
requiring her to stay at home. She
asked a worker friend to relay the
message of her absence to management. On January 26, 1997, the factory management terminated her
employment for "looking down on
the factory" by not respecting the
work schedule. Again, she was not
compensated for work already done.
All three women believed they
have been wrongfully dismissed on
grounds of personal reprisal. All
three women had taken part in the
workers' demonstration and are
members of the newly formed Free
Trade Union of Workers of the Kingdom of Cambodia. The "right to form
and to be member of trade unions"
is a provision secured in Article 36 of
the Cambodian Constitution; the
factory's management, however, had
never forgiven them for "siding with
Sam Rainsy" (Cambodia's principal
dissident leader).

•
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$25,000 KeyCite "The Key to Good Law" Scholarshlp Contest
SECOND PRIZE: $5,000
FIRST PRIZE: $10,000
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS MARCH 15, 1999.
A FREE LEATHER PORTFOLIO FOR THE FIRST 2,000 ENTRIES!
GRAND PRIZE: $25,000

ENnR YOUR BRIEF SUPPORI1NG THIS STAIEMENT:

KeyCite is more accurate, current, comprehensive and easier to use than any other citator.
KeyCite'" is West Group's revolutionary citation research
service. It's the "Key to Good Law'"" because you can use
KeyCite to check for good law and find related cases quickly
and easily.
Last year, three talented law students won a total of
$40,000 in scholarships. Now it's your chance! Your brief
must be a minimum of 500 words.
You can win up to $25,000 toward your educational
expenses if your suggestion is judged as the winning entry.

...

The first 2,000 entries will receive a FREE leather portfolio.
So get acquainted with KeyCite on Westlaw at your
earliest opportunity. (If you need a Westlaw password ask
your West Group Academic Account Manager or Westlaw
Student Representative.)
Then give us your best brief on why you feel KeyCite
is more accurate, current,
comprehensive and easier to
use than any other citator.

KeyCile.

SEND YOUR ENIRY TO: KeyCite Contest, P.O. Box 8551, Prospect Hts., IL 60070
or go to: www.westgroup.com/keycite/contesthtm

•
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He Said.
~~she
Paul Diller

RG Contributing Editor

W

hen I was in grammar
school my English teachers
(all of whom, incidentally,
were women) taught me a simple
rule: Use the male personal pronoun
in sentences with indefinite gender
like, "Everyone should admit his mistakes." Through the years I noticed
the growing use of the clumsy 'he or
she' and 'his or her', which I found
slightly irksome. Never had I encountered, however, the exclusive use of
the female personal pronoun until my
first semester of law school. All of a
sudden, every hypothetical plaintiff,
defendant, lawyer, judge, witness, juror, and even bailiff had been magically transformed into a she. My professors (all of whom, incidentally,
were men) were practicing genderbased linguistic affirmative action.
Good old he was nowhere to be heard
and I found this terribly annoying. As
the barrage of she's continued, I
would mention this observation to
my classmates and few had noticed,
and those who had noticed were completely unfazed. "What ever happened to he?" I asked in lonely outrage.
Why was I the only one upset?
Perhaps the rest of my classmates had
been beaten into submission by the
forces of political correctness. Or perhaps they supported this nouveauspeak on ideological grounds. Was I
simply an out-of-touch semantical
male chauvinist who should have
adjusted to indefinite-pronoun-feminization long ago? Feeling a little insecure about my linguistic sensitivity
I decided to consult the experts, the
venerable Mssrs. Strunk and White,

whose The Elements of Style is considered the authoritative work on
English language usage. "The use of
he as pronoun for nouns embracing
both genders is a simple, practical
convention rooted in the beginnings
of the English language," they write.
"He has lost all suggestions of maleness in these circumstances. The
word was unquestionably biased to
begin with (the dominant male), but
after hundreds of years it has become
seemingly indispensable. It has no
pejorative connotation; it is never incorrect."
"There we have it," I thought for a
moment. The masters had spoken
and my outrage was validated. But I
sensed that Strunk and White, two
dead white males from a politically
incorrect era, might be considered
out-of-vogue by the liberal academic
cognoscenti. So I decided to press
further, seeking guidance from more
current style guides. Lo and behold,
they were unanimous in their condemnation of the male pronoun. "Use
the plural wherever possible to avoid
the sexist pronoun he or the cumbersome he or she," declared one
manual. "Be aware that the traditional use of the word he to refer to
persons of either sex is now widely
considered sexist," warned another.
Even the conservative language maven William Safire seemed to have
gone soft on this issue, noting that
feminist pressure to abandon the exclusive use of the male pronoun was
"understandable."
My professors, therefore, were doing their best to avoid being labeled
sexist, but in their zeal to avoid this
most damning epithet their language
strayed far from reality. Any hypothetical judge was invariably a she
even though the vast majority of

Said''
judges in this country are men. Once,
when discussing an 1800's case concerning a dispute between two business owners in which the parties' genders were unspecified, we referred to
the parties as she's. Women, of
course, did not own businesses in the
1800's. Some say that language can
serve to change perceptions; that by
using she instead of he we will somehow create a world more comfortable
with women as judges, for example.
However, when language no longer
bears any resemblance to the reality
it purports to describe its purpose is
diluted. It muddles rather than clarifies. If the exclusive use of the female
pronoun is designed to remedy the
centuries of supposed language bias,
then we'll be stuck with this reverse
discrimination forever.
Most languages contain structural
forms of sexism that are, nevertheless,
practical necessities. In Spanish,
French, and Hebrew, for instance, plural nouns take the male form when describing a group of mixed gender.
Luckily for the speakers of those languages, no one has bothered to politicize this convention. Unfortunately,
our language has become politicized
beyond the point of no return. What
I would advocate, therefore, is at least
a fair alternation between male and
female. Perhaps professors could keep
mental notes of which gender they
used last. Or maybe we could have
an official law school policy of alternating weeks of indefinite pronoun
gender usage. And then if your professor insisted on using only the female gender, you could remind him
that he has to be fair.
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DisabusedExpectations
andHope~ Phoenix
{Or What I've Learned About
Why I Came to Law School)

By Bill Emerson
Rli Contributing Editor

I

don't know about you, but I came
to law school full of great expec
tations. I came to law school because I wanted to learn to think like
Wittgenstein and Calvin (both }Ds).
It turns out that this is a pretty silly
rationale, considering: (1) P.G.E. (the
Pepsi Generation Effect, or Law
SchoolsAin' tWhatTheyUsed To Be);
(2) I wasn't ready for all this; and (3)
even if I apprehended the same deliberative apparatus as they, I would
not be able to bring to that magnificent machine the same richness of raw
intelligence and wealth of precedent
wisdom as either.
O.K., I knew that they did things
differently in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in codified Western
European autocracies than they do in
the late twentieth century common
law Midwest American republics.
Nevertheless, I did expect the same
kind of rigorous guiding and forming of the mind by the professors;
what I found was quite different.
What I found was that professors generally expect students to know the answer, and, failing that, professors
move on to other students or themselves state the aimed-for information. I'm not sure if they think they

have too much to teach, if they think
students are apathetic, or if they are
unwilling to spend time on students
who are not "prepared." In any case,
I hoped and expected to be disciplined and tempered by a series of
powerful and public conversations
touching on the fundamental principles and procedures affecting the
very structure of our shared community. Instead, I feel arrogance, pity or
apathy from all but a few teachers.
What I'm discovering is that law
school doesn't teach you much more
about analytic thought than you
needed to know for the LSAT; what it
teaches you is to interpret the writings
of the legal genre, knowing and appropriating the vocabulary attendant
thereto [sic]. It pays your admission
to the real lawyers' club, and it binds
you to that community by the experience of shared suffering. Sadly, it is
not the suffering necessary to create a
reborn mind, but merely the anxious,
angst-ous suffering of taking exams
and fearing their outcomes.
On the second issue, law professors
assumed in me a basic understanding
of economics, politics, and legal history such that, from the very beginning, it was unclear what was part of
the new legal language I was supposed to learn, and what I should
have already known. My daughter

will know what's up before she gets
here (yes, in my own image, that's
right: she and her brother will both
be Presidents as far it lies in me).
As to the last, I'm no Wittgenstein.
For that matter, I'm no Westen or
Herzog either. In truth, I was arrogant enough to want to change the
world by understanding the foundations of the current power structure
and acquiring the tools to rebuild it.
I now know that too much of that
structure is accidental and absurd; its
renovation is not amenable to schematic modification. My best hope is
now to learn to think as wisely as I
can in order to be prepared in the
unlikely event that errant power falls
into my lap: then I could do as much
as anyone similarly gifted/handicapped as myself to change the world.
This last thought gives me hope: I
can't make the world right, but I can
be ready to do the right thing. Still,
the haunting point is this: that given
the chance and time to prepare, I'll
probably do a responsible job, but I'll
never add as much value to the world
as Calvin or Wittgenstein did ....Selah
No, you're right, that's not my job
- my job is to live life well, and that
has nothing to do with outcomes.
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Rushmore is far too funny, too
dense with jokes and subtleties, to
satisfy with just one viewing. You'll
have to go back, and badger a bunch
of people into coming with you next
time. Remember your exasperation
with friends who still haven't gotten
it together to go see Shakespeare in
Love? Well, your trials will soon be
doubled.
Rushmore announces its application for cult movie status with a series of deliberate, understated visual
references to other cult movies about
angsty, maladjusted young men
(The Graduate, Harold and Maude,
Lucas). 15-year-old Max Fischer, a
sort of Bizarre Ferris Bueller at leafy
Rushmore Academy, is president,
founder, and dictator-for-life of every low-status club and nerd society on campus-to the detriment of
his grades, which lands him on
"sudden-death academic probation." Smitten by the academy's
new teacher, Miss Cross (Oliva Williams), Max enlists the aid of
Herman Blume (Bill Murray),
Rushmore's sour, self-loathing, but
generous benefactor. It gives nothing away to add that Herman comes
to covet Miss Cross himself, setting
off a hilarious cycle of revenge and
counter-revenge.
This is one of the funniest films
I've seen in a long time, but the humor lies less in one-liners than in absurd situations and priceless characterizations, as well as our own recognition onscreen of every tragically
wrong thing we ever said and did in
high school and lived to wish to God
we hadn't. Confederacy of Dunces
fans must at all costs see Rushmore,
which perfectly captures the worldconquering spirit, and cluelessness, of
that book's antihero.
The wonderful surprise of this
movie isn't in Herman and Max falling for the same woman, but in the

turns the story takes through betrayals and forgiveness, and friendships
made, broken, and, perhaps, mended
(I give nothing away in this review).
Bill Murray, a wonderful actor and a
source of endless frustration to his
fans, finally reminds us of what he
demonstrated in Groundhog Day:
that in pulling in his comic timing, in
going for emotion as well as humor,
he has few equals. Unlike, say, Robin
Williams, whose bottomless need for
audience love propels him onto one
saccharine holy-fool pedestal after

Rushmore
Directed by Wes Anderson
Written by Wes Anderson and
Owen Wilson
Starring Jason Schwartzman,
Oliva Williams, Mason Gamble,
Bill Murray

(out of five)
another, Bill Murray never begs for
our sympathy, with the result that he
earns everything we feel for him in
Rushmore. He breaks our heart in a
wonderful way, and whether he does
or doesn't achieve the metamorphosis we expect from all cinematic sad
sacks who try for self-redemption, he
earns our respect both for the actor
and the character.
Jason Schwartzman completely
inhabits the role of Max Fischer. We
believe in Max; and even when his
heartbreak, self-pity, and blind ambition compel him to behavior which-

outside the cocoon of Rushmore
Academy-results in (OK, hilariously)
hurtful real-world events, we really,
really want him to come out all right
in the end. Schwartzman and director I writer Wes Anderson push our
empathy and sympathy to the very
limit, but never miscalculate.
Mason Gamble erases all Dennis
the Menace memories with his completely unaffected performance as
Max's younger friend, a heart-of-gold
version of Better Off Dead's "Where' s
my two dollars!?!" paper boy. Oliva
Williams makes us feel both Miss
Cross's affection for Max and her
adult frustration with his barelythis-side-of-warped crush on her.
The soundtrack-a terrific collection of high-energy but seldomheard pop, plus an incidental score
by ex-Devo frontman Mark
Mothersborough-is what puts
Rushmore over the 4-star hump.
Perhaps the reason the songs work
so well is that their deliberate dissonance with the onscreen action
mirrors the disconnect between
Max's self-image and the reality of
how others see him. And besides,
they're really, really catchy.
I hesitated to give this film five
stars only because it's my second
movie review, and now I can be dismissed as "that critic who gives five
stars to every other flick he sees." I'll
just have to take those lumps, because
I can't think of a single way that
Rushmore could have been improved
in casting, writing, or shooting. Five
stars, damn it, or I'm no guide. It's at
the Showcase, so get there early so the
lone trainee on duty can sell a ticket
to you and the other thirty people in
line (but it's OK because both managers will be watching him to make
sure he does it right).
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But Do You Want One To Marry
Your Daughter?
The PSOR (Public Sex Offender Registry) is up and posted on the Internet.
"You type in a zip code and it pops
out the names, addresses, and partial
description of their crime," I explained to my sister. "There's one in
mom's zip code." "That's really
scary," she says. "Which part?" I ask.
"That there's one in mom's neighborhood," she says. "Oh ... yeah."
Meanwhile, it has been such a success, (my visitor number: 769,347) the
State Police plan similar sites ct.irrently in development: The NOLIFE
Registry tabulating the names of
people who spend the majority of
their time on the Internet; the
LSPTGTE Registry (a black-listing
of Law Students Peddling Their
Goddamn Tickets by E-mail; and
the BSSNBF (B-School students
who have never been laid).

Seems as good a time as any to
publicize the Michigan Law School
Free Lunch Program instituted last
semester. Located at the pendaflex
snack-room refrigerator (memorialized samples of last semester's
lunches may be scraped from its bottom) with a convenient microwave
oven located only inches away. Savvy
law students know that by the noon
hour, most of the "good stuff" is gone.
However, 'round about 10:52 a.m. the
selection is most
excellent. My
personal
favorites:

Weather the weather
Last month the local K-Mart reported a run on flame-throwers -people using them to thaw out their
houses, garages, and household pets.
Lawyers Who Ad
I thought this commercial for
ADAM would get pulled after the
first time I heard it, but no, they are
still running it. It goes something this:
Abe Lincoln: "Mary Todd, I want a
divorce. I've hired ADAM"
Mary Todd: "Oh Abe ... ahhh, can't
we talk this over? I have tickets to
the theater tonight."
So what are they saying? Hire us and
get your head blown off? Maybe next
in the sequel is Phil Hartman saying
he hired ADAM too.

frozen
those zesty
Italian selections.
What's more,
no one is "minding the store." Invite
folks from the B-school, they arealways looking for hand-outs and
"cheap deals" or help yourself to seconds and thirds, as the closest thing
resembling Law School Security are
the folks busy policing those miscreant-rogue-pimply-undergrads stinking of cheap aftershave attempting to
sneak cokes, fries, and peanut-candies
into the Reading Room.
A Tale Reluctantly Told
Traveling light on my last trip to

the west coast armed with a single
change of clothes, lots of deodorant,
my lap top computer, and the
O'Melveny & Myers 11How to Interview for a Job as a Lawyer'' quintessential guide: sharp questions to ask,
tips on stylish dress, and wise counsel regarding what to do when a senior partner offers you drugs and sex.
The downside to enlightenment: realizing all the stupid foolish violations
committed during previous interviews which could have been easily
avoided. "Expect heavy lunches, fancy
dinners, fine wine, and late hours." How
was I to know on my last excursion?
Imagine my embarrassment, packing
various sundry foods in order to
avoid those pricey California restaurants, when a partner asked for
a copy of my resume, and out
from my travel bag tumbled
three packets of chicken flavored Ramen Noodles, eight
bags of airline peanuts, and a
canister of beef-flavored jerky
that Russ Aburtyn and I lifted
from a comer convenience store.
Wonder why I didn't get that job.
Duh?
"There may be instances in which
younger lawyers escorting you to dinner
may offer or use marijuana or other narcotics," warns the manual. "Prudence
suggests abstinence during the interviewing process. The same may be said ofopportunities for sexual encounters, particularly with people from the firm or
firms you are visiting." And in California, these people are doing drugs I
can't even pronounce, non-stop
sexual propositions, not to mention
secret code words for their pet perversions and various offers of sexual
trysts. Dante, that composite photographer guy has nothing on these folks.
One smart-ass University of Chicago Law School associate (a very forward woman if I may say) asked if I
was "the type who did late night
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futamaki with my wasabi" (something like that). Sure, she was mocking me, but I also suspected she was
sleeping with the hiring partner (I
overheard their late-night rendezvous
plan, something about "California
Rolls," her dauntless expertise giving
"blowfish," and performing sashimi
in a boat!
A senior partner admitted doing
T' ai Chi every morning, "even before
I eat breakfast," he bragged, (obviously to enhance the effect of the
powerful narcotics). "You know," I
confidentially recounted, "I tried that
once in college, and puked my guts
out for hours." He made no other solicitations. I noticed him in the hall-

way a few hours later, giggling with
another partner while sticking his
tongue out making a "gag-me-witha-spoon" gesture. They were both
stoned out of their minds, I'm sure.
Afterwards, a fast-talking first-year
associate (from Hahh-Vuhd) asked if
I ever did the "Bi Bim Bab," and I
think she winked at me. I must have
looked a little surprised, which did
not stop her from confessing she did
the "Bim Bab" with some greasyhaired dreg from an insurance-defense firm the night before! I ducked
into the coffee room when a junior
partner cornered me and commented
"you look tense." Unashamed he
suggested I "come and get rolfed"

with him and "release those trigger
points." Funny, he didn't look gay.
Apparently, a multitude of loathsome
odious sexual acts lay at the crossroads of advancement in this depraved firm. "Well," he persisted,
"How about some shiatsu?" The guy
never stopped hounding me. Without the trusty O'Melveny guide, I
might have surrendered to temptation, although that University of Chicago associate was kinda cute.
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or those of us 3Ls planning to
follow the cookie cutter mold of
big firm work after graduation,
this is a pretty strange time. A weird
sort of limbo has descended in the
wake of committing to an offer made
in the fall, reminiscent of the period
between deciding which college to
attend and high school graduation.
For many of us, this is the last prolonged period of low stress we will
experience until we retire, and it will
onlylastuntillateApril.Then, wewill
have to crank up for one last set of
(likely half-hearted) outlines, graduate, prepare for and fret about passing the only exam that really matters,
and, before you know it, join the faceless ranks of gray-suited legal phalanxes that serve as the butt of so
many of our society's jokes. Tales of
80 and 90 hour work weeks for young
associates abound, and many of us
will be concerned about clawing our
way to the top of our next big vetting
process: Partnership (as if college, law
school and the bar weren't enough to
put us off our lunch at the thought of
being evaluated and pigeon-holed
anymore).
All of this sounds very frenetic, and
is quite far removed from watching
18 hours of TV a day (I've come to the
conclusion that the big, prestigious
firms should start advertising on daytime television, in between the Sam
Bernstein and Turner & Turner ads
(no relation), because if you're at
horne watching the Judge Mills Lane
show, you are either on disability or a

lear
third year law student). As nice as this
period of relaxation is, though, it can
also get rather tiresome. After all,
there isn't a whole lot to do- travel is
fine for those who carne into law
school independently wealthy, but for
those of us living off financial aid,
we're stuck with the suspense of having a well-paying job waiting, but
scrounging in the seat cushions to pay
off our credit card bills (Note: Most
credit card companies do not actually
accept coins as payment, and even if
they did, the cost of mailing rapidly
exceeds the value of the contents).
Gasses remain a source of some
amusement, and some are even quite
interesting. After spending at least
one (and perhaps two) summers
working out in the field, though, it is
hard to refocus your attention on the
higher level of academic abstraction
practiced in law school (try andremember the last brief you wrote for a
firm that compared the Critical Legal
Studies theories on any topic with
those of the Chicago School. On second thought, just try and remember
the topic of the last brief you wrote).
Moreover, most of what actually goes
on in the firms where we will be working is pretty specialized activity, and
the law school offers few classes in,
for example, petitioning the FCC for
a repeal of the scarcity doctrine. In
other words, many I most/ all of the
classes you are taking now have zero
relevance to the work that you actually know that you will be doing come
September. The idea that further indoctrination is going to help us "think
more like lawyers" is nonsense. The
very fact that many of us have decided to take high-paying, high-stress

gst
jobs at large firms is prima facie evidence that we already think exactly
like lawyers. And the use of the words
"prima facie" in the preceding sentence should seal the point.
Like me, you may be wondering if
the $10K plus price tag for this final
semester of TV watching and largely
irrelevant class taking is worth it- do
you really want to spend that kind of
money to essentially vacation in Ann
Arbor? In February? Think of some of
the other vacations you could get for
that kind of scratch. Chasing dingos
with that weird Australian guy who
likes to wrestle crocodiles is one example, and it's summer in Australia
right now. Or a circumnavigation of
the globe on a working merchant
freighter. Or a ticket to New Orleans
for Mardi Gras (c. $200) and a lot of
spending money. Any of these things
would be more fun, and likely would
be more educational (I am absolutely
positive that you could learn a great,
great many things in New Orleans
with $10K in cash, many of them probably involving the legal system in
some way. And that's Napoleonic justice, baby). Each would certainly be
more worth the steep price tag, which
comes, of course, plus interest.
I'm sure that there is a reason that
law school lasts more than 2.5 years,
or even longer than 2 years. I'm less
certain that that reason could be expressed without reference to the hoary
traditions of yesteryear, or the financial well-being of our nation's law
schools. C' est la vie. I have to go Judge Judy is on.
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By Charles Keckler
RG Contributing Editor
"The twentieth century will be a contest between the philosophy of the
belly and the philosophy of the
whole man"
-Barry Goldwater

A

little while ago, a" Michigan
outdoors" (a.k.a. hunting)
show came on the television,
and for some reason (perhaps the stupefaction common to weekend mornings), I left the show on. There was a
curious segment about a 12-year-old
girl up by Menominee that woke me
up a little, and has kept me thinking.
It might do the same for you.
Seems a black bear, one of the thousands in the U.P., came wandering
into her camp when her dad was elsewhere in the forest. He had left a compound bow behind, and the girl, who
after all was out with her dad on a
bear-hunting trip, seized opportunity
by the forelock and skewered the animal with a shot to the heart. Then she
sent another shot to the neck in order
to finish him. I remember her as a
sturdy-looking girl (building up
weight for a growth spurt, maybe)
with an honest face, her dark hair in a
ponytail beneath a ball cap. I somehow felt refreshed and pleased by her
story.
I should point out right away that
I have nothing against bears. In another recent story, CNN reports bears
are ripping open cars like sardine cans

in Yellowstone to get at the food unwisely left inside. The bears have
learned that Hondas and Toyotas, in
particular, are lightly constructed, and'
they zero in on them as easy prey.
This news also left me refreshed and
pleased, as only someone who grew
up in early 80' s Michigan can be.
There are also some bears on my father-in-law's land out in Pennsylvania, who come to eat the wild olive
when it is in season. A forestry "expert" suggested cutting down the olive shrubs to "get rid of" the bears,
an idea I find absurd, and am happy
to report has been studiously ignored.
Given current life expectancy, this
Yooper* girl should live to about 2070.
She will carry something important
with her into these boring digital decades. For one thing, she will have a
serene self-assurance that will leave
her unimpressed by celebrities (after
all, how many bears have they killed?)
and unfazed by pompous authority.
One only hopes that future children
will be able to hunt some bears.
By "be able" I have two senses in
mind. First of all, to be able to hunt
bears there must be plenty around. So
the more wild olives and Corollas the
better, I say. Second, to be able to hunt
the bear means to have the will and
emotional character to kill the bear if
need be. Since I like bears, I would
prefer they weren't actually killed
very often. This is not a paean to hunting. It is a statement about the value
of keeping an edge to existence, where
we can confront nature as natural beings ourselves. In doing so, we are
doing as our ancestors have done, and

can share at that moment in their values, their mentalities, - and their independence and love of freedom.
Conservatives seem not to understand how important the spirit of the
wild is to their cause. At Republican
conventions, one sees idiotic slogans
like "Pave the Rainforest." I wonder
how many people remember that
Barry Goldwater was perhaps best
known as a nature photographer before he went into politics. He suggested the frontier and wilderness
nourished a creative, independentindividuality- an ideal of human excellence not dissimilar to (or uninfluenced by) Aristotle's model of the
fully developed virtuous citizen.
Goldwater thought one of our chief
challenges was to retain this virtue in
the face of the modem world, to not
settle for the bovine satisfaction of a
"standard of living" and the collectivism and paternalism it can so readily
entail.
Does the girl in this story strike you
as a potential recruit for the hannless,
bloodless, concrete utopia? Is she
likely to long for government nosers
of the nanny state to protect her from
herself, or to seek a victimhood she
can wear like a medal? Conservatives, who seem to be casting about
for a new message, ought to seriously
reconsider conservation. Yes, it would
mean a realignment of interests, but I
for one would sooner serve under Sir
Lancelot' s banner than under Sir
Parkinglot' s.

*A Yooper, for those of you non-Michiganders, is a person from Michigan 's Upper Peninsula. U.P.
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This week's column is dedicated to art in
Detroit.
Take some time out to visit the Gordon
Parks photo exhibit, "Half Past Autumn,"
at the Detroit Insitute of Arts, 5200 WoodwardAvenue 313-833-7900 (unti1April25).
Gordon Parks is a modem day renaissance
m~ ~amous for his Life. magazine p~~tos,
paintings, poetry, musical compositions,
and film-making (director of Shaft).
After taking an indoor tour of art in Detroit, venture outdoors to the third most
visited Detroit attraction-- The Heidelberg
Project (1-94 East to 1-96 Jeffries Freeway
and exit at Gratiot Road. Head north ana
take a right at Heidelberg Street).

"I'M GOING
TO

poLI<A-

doT THE
WHOLE dAMN
CITy."
-- Tyr~e Guyton,
Artist and
Founder of the
Heidelberg Project

The Heidelberg Project, a 13-year-old urban 'guerilla art-fare'landscape, may not
be around for much ,longer. After a restraining_ order was lifted last week, the
City of Detroit began demolishing and
clearing away parts of the ~prawling testament to urban blight. S"ome call the
~eidelberg Project an eye~ore, others call
It a monumental masterpiece.
You'll see polka dots everywhere. According to the Project's fouding artist, Tyree
Guyton, polka dots represent people in
the world. Guyton plans to continue with
the polka dot theme, regardless of the
city's intention of dismantling the Project.

